
“We are what we

repeatedly do.

Excellence then,

is not an act,

but a habit”-

Aristotle
   According to many criteria,
agency, intentionality,
responsibility and freedom of
decision, require conscious
decisions. Freud already
assumed that many of our
decisions are influenced by
dynamically unconscious
motives or that we even
perform unconscious actions
based on completely
unconscious considerations.
Biting finger nails, tapping
your feet, weird tics, looking
around, daydreaming. 

'

 These are all classical
unconscious behaviours that
we feel shocked about when
others around us tell us to stop,
as we were not really conscious
that we were doing it.

    Our actions matters. Small or
big, they create a ripple effect
of positivity or negativity.
Our actions can built, or
destroy. 
  The majority of the actions
that we do during a day is
unconscious, and decided
based on (good or bad) habits,
not on intentional motives. 

TODAY I
OBSERVE MY

ACTIONS.

DAY.7

ON.
PURPOSE

    it’s a state of being



Phrase of the day: ‘Today I observe my actions’

Please also write this phrase in your journal.

PRACTICE 1: Today we invite you to focus your attention on these
habits, and ask yourself: how does it make me feel? Does it help me?
Is it something I want to do? And if not, awareness is the first step
towards changing those unwanted habits.

Think about the following  3 questions:
1. What are your habits when you wake up? In which order do you do
your things? How much time does it take you?  
2. What are your habits when you are working? Where do you sit?
Do you take breaks? Are you working on your laptop? On paper? Or
on your phone? Are you being distracted? By what? 
3. What do you at the end of the day? The last 2 hrs before you go
sleep? Are you still busy? Are you winding down gradually? What do
you do the last before you fall asleep? 

PRACTICE 2: We invite you to write in your journal the above habits,
conscious & unconscious, of your day. Write behind each habit a
grade from 1-10 how much this habit is helping you to be your best
self.

If you want to keep tracking your habits, you can use the habit
tracker tool below!

Good luck!
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